ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD
AGENDA
October 11, 2021
7:00 P.M.

Agenda
1. Call To Order
2. Determination Of A Quorum
3. Determination That Public Notice Requirements Have Been Met
4. Approval Of Agenda
5. Review Of Minutes
5.I. 2021-08-09 ARB Minutes Draft
Documents:
5A 2021-08-09 ARBMINUTES DRAFT.PDF
6. Disclosure Of Ex Parte Communication
7. Disclosure Of Conflicts Of Interest
8. Consent Agenda
8.I. COA FY22-0019 - 707-709 Prince Edward Street
Documents:
8A COA FY22-0019 REVIEW (WITH PICTURE) - 707-709 PRINCE EDWARD
STREET.PDF
8.II. COA FY22-0020 - 400 George Street
Documents:
8B COA FY22-0020 - 400 GEORGE STREET (ADMIN REVIEW) MEMOSIGNED.PDF

8.II. COA FY22-0020 - 400 George Street
Documents:
8B COA FY22-0020 - 400 GEORGE STREET (ADMIN REVIEW) MEMOSIGNED.PDF
8.III. COA FY22-0021 - 902 Caroline Street (Withdrawn)
8.IV. COA FY22-0012 - 401 Princess Anne Steet
Documents:
8D COA FY22-0012 - 401 PR. ANNE - FENCE.PDF
8.V. COA FY22-0022 - 103 Caroline Street
Documents:
8E COA FY22-0022 ARB MEMO - 103 CAROLINE STREET.PDF
9. Public Hearing
9.I. Continued Applications
9.I.i. COA FY22-0014 - 402 Hanover Street
Documents:
9A COA FY22-0014 ARB MEMO - 402 HANOVER STREET.PDF
10. General Public Comment
Public comments may be submitted in one of the following ways: (1) dropping them in the
Deposit Box at City Hall, (2) U.S. Mail, or (3) email to ksschwartz@fredericksburgva.gov.
Comments received before 4:00 p.m. on the day of the meeting will be read into the
record at the meeting. Comments must include your name and address, including zip
code, be limited to 5 minutes or less (read aloud), and address a topic of ARB business.
Public comments will not be accepted on video feeds during the meeting.

11. Other Business
12. Staff Update
13. Announcements And Reports
14. Adjournment

Minutes

Architectural Review Board
August 9, 2021
Council Chambers
You may view and listen to the Architectural Review Board meeting in its entirety here . The time of
each presentation is in brackets below [0:00].
Members Present
Jonathan Gerlach, Chair
Karen Irvin, Vice Chair
Laura Galke
Helen P. Ross
James Whitman
Adriana Moss

Members Absent
Sabina Weitzman

Staff
Chuck Johnston
Cathy Eckles
Taylor Owen

Chairman Gerlach called the Architectural Review Board meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.
OPENING REMARKS
Chairman Gerlach determined that a quorum of six members was present and asked if public notice
requirements had been met. Mr. Johnston confirmed that they had. Mr. Johnston then introduced, Taylor
Owen, Administrative Support Specialist III, a new member of the Planning & Building Department.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA [3:26]
Chairman Gerlach asked if there were any changes to the agenda. Mr. Johnston had the following change:
moving the discussion of 400-406 Lafayette Blvd from other business on the August 9, 2021 agenda to a
discussion in the supplementary meeting on August 23, 2021. Additionally, Mr. Johnston mentioned that
400 William Street will also be discussed in the supplementary meeting for August.
Ms. Irvin mentioned moving the discussion of the NAPC Webinar to the next meeting when Ms. Weitzman
would be present. Ms. Moss stated that she is fine to discuss the Webinar materials on her own and not
make an adjustment to that agenda item.
Ms. Irvin motioned to approve the agenda as submitted, Ms. Ross seconded. The motion carried 6-0.
REVIEW OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETINGS [6:19]
Ms. Moss motioned to approve the July 12, 2021 minutes as submitted, Ms. Irvin seconded. The motion
carried 6-0.
DISCLOSURE OF EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS [6:48]
Chairman Gerlach asked if any Board member had engaged in any ex parte communication on any item
before the Board. No Board member had any ex parte communication to report.
DISCLOSURE OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST [7:38]
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Chairman Gerlach asked if any Board member had a conflict of interest for any item before the Board. No
Board member had any conflict to report.
CONSENT AGENDA [8:27]

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

COA 2021-44 – 503 Sophia Street – Fence Installation
COA 2021-46 – 303 Fauquier Street – Sign Installation
COA 2021-47 – 1213 Prince Edward Street – Fence Installation
COA 2021-48 – 1408 Sophia Street – Fence Alteration – removed from consent agenda due to
a public comment. Chairman Gerlach then made the item 9c for the agenda.

Ms. Moss motioned to approve items COA 2021-44, COA 2021-46 and COA 2021-37 on the consent
agenda, with removal of COA 2021-48. Ms. Galke seconded. The motion carried 6-0.
PUBLIC HEARING [12:53]
New Applications
i: COA 2021-43 – 715 Caroline Street – [14:01] – 715 Caroline Street, LLC requests to replace the existing
front entry door with a new full-view, wood door.
No representative from application was present. Chairman Gerlach referenced the Standards for
Rehabilitation, #6 specifically, from the Fredericksburg Historic District Guidelines which states:
“Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced, whenever possible. If
replacement is necessary, the new material should match the material being replaced in composition,
design, color, texture, and other visual qualities.”
Ms. Irvin agrees with the conclusion of the staff report, that the door needs to be repaired if possible, but
then reiterated the Standards for Rehabilitation, particularly that new materials should match materials
being replaced. Ms. Irvin suggested that if replacement is necessary, it would be worthwhile to pry off the
paneling from the bottom to reveal the original door to make the best match of what was initially there.
Chairman Gerlach mentioned that they do have the option to continue this item until the next regular
meeting in September, to allow the applicant the option to have a conversation with the board.
Ms. Ross stated that she is inclined to go with the staff’s recommendation to deny. Ms. Irvin agreed.
Ms. Ross made a motion to deny the request for exterior alterations at 715 Caroline Street, in particular
the replacement of the entry door because it does not meet the standards of City code 72-23.1 D2,
specifically standard 6 which states that deterioration architectural l features shall be repaired rather than
replaced. Adriana Moss seconded the motion. The motion carried 4-2, (Mr. Gerlach and Mr. Whitman
voted no)
ii: COA 2021-45 – 1204 Princess Anne Street – [21:46] – Mr. Johnston reviewed the project, stating that
Thomas Mitchell requests to make exterior alterations to return this building to use as a single-family
residence including removing an existing one-story addition, constructing a two-story addition at the rear,
painting the masonry exterior, removing shutters, removing the awning, and installing fencing.
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Mr. Johnston read the public comment received from the Historic Fredericksburg Foundation, Inc. into
the record. (Attachment 1)
The applicant’s representative, Ms. Melissa Colombo, was present for the meeting. Ms. Colombo
reiterated that the project’s foot print would not be changed, the project would maintain the current
footprint of the building. Ms. Colombo addressed the public comment regarding the rear dormers, and
stated that “there would be no way to put an addition on this address with a second story and save those
rear dormers, unfortunately.”
Chairman Gerlach asked about the visibility of the dormers from Princess Anne Street and Ms. Colombo
responded that they are minimally visible. Ms. Irvin asked if the dormers were being removed, and Ms.
Colombo responded that they are not being removed from the original structure, but that they will be
encapsulated in the new addition.
Chairman Gerlach also inquired if the applicant had selected materials for the gutters and downspouts.
Ms. Colombo stated that the building currently had aluminum that would be removed, but there were
not materials selected for the gutters and downspouts yet. Chairman Gerlach asked the applicant to work
with staff to get approval administratively before installation.
Ms. Galke commented that this property is in a high archeological zone, and any ground disturbance
would need to be handled with sensitively. Ms. Colombo asked for clarity on the Archeological Ordinance.
Chairman Gerlach responded that it is now a law and asked Ms. Colombo to work with staff to confirm
the ordinance.
Ms. Ross asked about the deteriorating roof over the porch: if there would be any materials to be saved.
Ms. Colombo stated that any original materials that are able to be repaired/replaced would be used, and
any new materials used would be architectural shingles that are more dynamic that the other asphalt
shingles currently on the roof. Ms. Ross also expressed a desire for wood shutters to replace the current
vinyl shutters, to which Ms. Colombo stated that adding operable wood shutters would significantly
change the budget, and the original shutters have been previously disposed of and therefore were not an
option to repair. Ms. Ross reiterated HFFI’s comment regarding the brick and concrete, that cleaning
would go a long way, but she was hesitant to paint the masonry porch floor.
Ms. Irvin motioned to approve the application, with the conditions that the final material specifications
will be verified with the Historic Resources Planner prior to building permit approval, and with the
recommendation that the fence be painted or stained. Ms. Ross seconded the motion. Ms. Moss clarified
that the removal of painting the brick was another condition of the approved application. Chairman
Gerlach confirmed with Ms. Irvin and Ms. Ross that they accept that modification to the motion – to
include a third condition of denying the withdrawn proposal to paint the brick to the motion. The motion
passed 6-0.
iii: COA 2021-48 – 1408 Sophia Street – [49:25] – Mr. Johnston reviewed the project, stating the ARB
approved the construction of a new residence on this property. At the time, the applicant planned to
repair the existing historic brick wall at the front of the property in kind. Since that time, the applicant has
determined that there is not enough brick available on site to repair the damaged section of wall on the
north side of the entry. The applicant has additionally been unable to source an appropriate matching
historic brick. Instead, the applicant proposes to move several courses of brick from the intact side of the
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wall to the damaged side to level the height of the two sections. A new section of wrought iron railing,
approximately 18 inches in height would top the brick wall between the existing piers. The proposed
alteration serves to preserve the existing historic material, and the simple design of the wrought iron infill
is compatible with the character of the site and the district. The proposed alteration should be approved
as submitted.
Mr. Johnston then read the public comment from HFFI into the record. (Attachment 1)
Chairman Gerlach stated that the HFFI comment regarding the approval of gas lanterns was inaccurate,
and that the gas lanterns were included in the application presented at the October 26, 2020 meeting,
and approved by the ARB. Ms. Irvin had a different recollection of the October 2020 meeting, and that
the lanterns were not approved. Chairman Gerlach suggested that the application be continued to the
supplementary meeting on August 23, 2021 to speak with applicant, and then vote at the September 13,
2021 meeting.
Ms. Irvin motioned to continue COA-2021-48 for modifications to the brick wall to the September 13, 2021
meeting, with a discussion added to the agenda for August 23, 2021. Ms. Moss seconded the motion. The
motion passed 6-0.
GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT [56:44]
There were no additional general public comments.
OTHER BUSINESS [57:59]

i. Pre-Application Discussion: 400-406 Lafayette Blvd. This matter has been moved to the
August 23, 2021 - Supplementary Meeting.

ii. Ms. Moss presented information regarding the NAPC Webinar: Community Outreach

Strategies to include materials covered during the webinar, and also ideas to encourage and
build public support. After Ms. Moss presented the material from the webinar, the board
discussed and then decided to form a committee to develop strategies and new initiatives
regarding community outreach. Ms. Moss and Ms. Ross were unanimously selected to
become the subcommittee and give an update towards the end of the year.

STAFF UPDATE [1:14:35]
Ms. Kate Schwartz had her baby at the beginning of August. She will be out on leave until November.
Mr. Johnston also mentioned an advisory committee for the ARB as discussed with Chairman Gerlach and
Councilman Matt Kelly at the end of July. The committee would meet quarterly to be a sounding board
for the ARB, made up of different user groups (such as developers, attorneys, bankers, designers, etc) in
the community as the committee members.
Mr. Johnston then discussed the Dowman House Grant that was received from VDHR in the amount of
$35,000 that would allow for an extensive program for an appropriate level of preservation at the
Dowman House property, which is also known at historic Idlewild house.
ANNOUNCEMENTS AND REPORTS
There were no announcements or reports.
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ADJOURNMENT [1:21:23]
Chairman Gerlach adjourned the meeting at 8:37 p.m.

_______________________________________
Jonathan Gerlach, Chair
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ATTACHMENT 1

9 August 2021
To: Kate S. Schwartz
ksschwartz@fredericksburgva.gov
The Historic Fredericksburg Foundation has reviewed the upcoming agenda and related COA
documents for the August 9, 2021 meeting of the Architectural Review Board and submits the
following comments on select projects.
COA 2021‐48 ‐ 1408 Sophia Street – request to remove this project from the Consent Agenda
HFFI was able to review the proposed project and find that the application and staff recommendations
do not provide a history of the walls under discussion. It would be helpful to be able to establish an
age and material makeup prior to approval of this project. Further, documentation of the damage to
the historic brick wall would also be useful to review. These entrance walls to 1407 Caroline Street
were previously considered part of a contributing resource, and the removal of the building at that
property does not negate the status of these historic remnants.
HFFI would prefer to see these walls treated as historic remnants with brick repairs, as stipulated in the
Historic District Design Guidelines – “Retain any existing historic fences and walls. These should not be
removed or replaced with contemporary features.” If such repairs are truly impossible, the Guidelines
further stipulate wall materials and design that “relate to those found in the neighborhood.” It would
be helpful to see examples of fences in the neighborhood that include these proposed iron pickets.
Perhaps wooden pickets painted to match the brick would allow a visual integration of replacement
materials in the areas where the brickwork is unable to be repaired/replaced in kind.
Further, the previous application (COA 2020‐27) included drawings that did NOT include gas lanterns or
removal of existing finials, and we would like to see more information or discussion Minutes that help
explain this change of design.

COA 2021‐43 ‐ 715 Caroline Street
HFFI was able to review the proposed project and its own archival photographs of the property under
consideration. We thank the applicant for providing photographs documenting the damage, and do
acknowledge that this door has certainly seen some hard use. However, we support the Historic
Resources Planner’s recommendation to deny this request.
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COA 2021‐45 ‐ 1204 Princess Anne Street
HFFI was able to review the proposed project and its own archival photographs of the property under
consideration. While we appreciate the desire to return this structure to its residential function, we
have some questions and comments related to the proposed plans. First, in relation to the painting of
the brick exterior, we support the Historic Resources Planner’s recommendation to deny this request.
Second, in relation to the shutters, we would appreciate seeing functional shutters installed on the
structure to help support the existing Dutch Colonial Revival character of the building – as seen in early
20th‐century images of the building.
In discussion of the repair of the concrete deck and entry stairs, we are in support of the
recommendations, although are cautious in supporting the painting of the concrete, as this provides
for further maintenance in the future. Similarly, we support the recommendations regarding the
proposed roof repair and replacement plan.
The fencing plan, however, provides pause, as the Historic District Design Guidelines stipulate that
“fence and wall materials and design should relate to those found in the neighborhood,” a guideline
that we do not see supported at the surrounding properties. Additionally, the horizontal design is
unusual and does not appear to be “compatible with the historic structure.” If privacy is the issue in
play, a traditional picket privacy fence might be the more compatible alternative.
Finally, the addition itself, while largely on the footprint of the existing addition, does not appear to be
subordinate to the original structure. The sides that protrude beyond the original structure are visually
jarring and we would appreciate seeing a smaller scale addition that would not extend beyond the
existing plane of the historic walls. A smaller scale design (in height) might also help retain the rear
dormers, which are distinct character‐defining features of this unique historic residence.

HFFI | 1200 Caroline Street, Fredericksburg, VA 22401 | Office@HFFI.org | 540‐371‐4504

COA #_

COA FY-22-0020

City of Fredericksburg Architectural Review Board
Record of Administrative Review – Signs/Murals
DATE OF APPLICATION:
ADDRESS OF PROJECT:
APPLICANT NAME:

09/16/2021

GPIN #:

7789-04-9562

FEE PAID ✔

400 George Street

Atlantic Coast Signs & Electric

Property Owner

Business Owner

✔ Architect/Contractor

Other

PROJECT TYPE:
✔ Sign(s)

Mural(s)

Correction ordered by the Building Code Official

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
Complete supporting documentation received?

✔

YES

NO

The property is located at the corner of Prince Edward Street, George Street, and Charles Street. The applicant proposes an update to all of the
existing signs to accommodate the re-branding of the existing bank to Truist, following the merger of BB&T and Suntrust Banks.
Sign Location E01 is 4' 9" in height and located within a landscaped area facing George Street. The existing 1.5' by 5' 1" panel will be refaced
using an acrylic panel. This sign is internally illuminated.
Sign Location E02 is a building mounted sign located above the main entry facing George Street. The 3' 5-5/8" x 10.5" non-illuminated sign is
made using aluminum channel letters that will be attached to the building using 3-3/8" screws.
Signs Location E03 and E04 are 2 square foot, non-illuminated, aluminum directional signs.
Sign Location E10 replaces the existing ATM lane sign. The 1.5' x 0.7" sign will be illuminated when the lane is open.
Sign Locations E11a-11d are on the new topper of the ATM machine. The fabricated aluminum signs total 15.44 square feet. These signs are
illuminated through the lettering and decorative line.
Sign Location E13 includes various entryway signs totaling 0.794 sq of acrylic plates on the flat portion of the main door, just below the window
and 0.36 square feet of vinyl graphics on the window of the left side light. These signs are non-illuminated.
Sign Location E14 includes the re-skinning of the existing fabric awning over the ATM lane. A 3.33 square foot sign will be added to the west side
to alert drivers to the clearance height. This sign is non-illuminated.

RECOMMENDED ARB ACTION:

Marne E. Sherman

October 11, 2021
ARB Meeting Date _____________________

Zoning Administrator/Historic Resources Planner

October 7, 2021

Date

Form updated 08/13/2021 by Zoning Administrator J. Newman

COA #_ COA FY-22-0020
PROPERTY INFORMATION:
Construction Date: c. 1960

Architectural Style: Colonial revival-style

Character-Defining Features: One-story; hipped roof; clad in brick veneer; slate-shingle roof; a prominent portico dominates
the facade; twelve-light door bordered by four-light sidelights over recessed panels and fluted pilasters.

Contributing to National Register Historic District? Yes
Previous Alterations/ARB Approvals: Installation of air lock (portico) at rear entrance in 1995; replacement

of double front entry doors with single 3/0 door in 1997; exterior changes involving the ATM in 2010
Additional Notes:

APPROVAL CRITERIA
Criteria for evaluating proposed changes are found in City Code § 72-23.1(D)2 and are based on the United States
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. The subject application does or does not meet the criteria
as follows:

S

D

NA

S – satisfies

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

(1) Every reasonable effort shall be made to provide a compatible use for a property by
requiring minimal alteration of the building, structure, or site and its environment, or by
using a property for its originally intended purposes.

(2) The distinguishing original qualities or character of a building, structure, or site and its
environment shall not be destroyed. The removal or alteration of any historical material
or distinctive architectural features should be avoided when possible.

(3) Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use.
Changes that create a false sense of historical development or that have no historical
basis shall be discouraged.

(4) Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance
in their own right should be retained and preserved. Restoration of original features may
be permitted when substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.

(5) Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship which characterize a
building, structure, or site shall be treated with sensitivity.

(6) Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced, wherever
possible. If replacement is necessary, the new material should match the material being
replaced in composition, design, color, texture, and other visual qualities. Where severity
of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match
the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features should be substantiated by documentary, physical, or
pictorial evidence.
Form updated 08/13/2021 by Zoning Administrator J. Newman

COA #_

S

D

NA

S – satisfies

D – does not satisfy

COA FY-22-0020

NA – not applicable

(7) The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.
Sandblasting and other chemical or physical cleaning methods that cause damage to
historic building materials shall not be undertaken.

(8) Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve archaeological resources
affected by or adjacent to any project.

(9) Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties shall not be
discouraged when such alterations and additions do not destroy significant historical,
architectural, or cultural material, and such design is compatible with the size, scale,
color, material, and character of the property, neighborhood, or environment.

(10) New additions, alterations, and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken
in such a manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the
historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.

Applicable Sign Guidelines from Chapter 6 Section A of the Historic District Design Guidelines:
Designs for signage in the Historic District should reflect the pedestrian scale of its historic resources. Signs should
be modest in size and addressed to pedestrians and slower vehicular traffic. Sign size regulations are imposed by the
Unified Development Ordinance (see City Code 72-59), and cannot be modified by the ARB. To maximize
effectiveness, every sign should be an integral, but noticeable, part of its building. In accordance with the need for
free speech, the content of signs is not regulated, but consideration is given to placement, materials, lighting, and
installation methods.

S

D

NA

S – satisfies

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

1.

Signs must be designed to fit the architecture of the building and must not obstruct
important architectural elements or details.

2.

The number of signs should be compatible with the building and should not cause visual
clutter.

3.

The size of each sign and the total area of signs should match the character of the building
and of the Historic District. Exact sign allowance must be verified with the Planning
Office.

4.

Signs should be located in traditional sign placement areas (cornice, sign-bands, transoms,
display windows, etc.).

5.

Signs should be constructed of traditional materials including wood, metal, glass, raised
individual letters, and painted letters on wood or glass. Newer materials such as high
density urethane, composites, or other synthetic materials may be appropriate for use as
well.

6.

Signs must be professionally designed and executed.

7.

Projecting signs must be mounted to provide at least eight feet of clearance between the
sidewalk and the bottom of the sign, and can project no more than 42 inches from the face
of the building.
Signs must be attached through the mortar joints of masonry buildings and not through the
face of the brick or stone.

8.
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COA #_

S

D

NA

S – satisfies
9.

D – does not satisfy

COA FY-22-0020

NA – not applicable

Signs should be lit using exterior lights directed on to the face of the sign, rather than
illuminated internally. Internal illumination may be considered on a case-by-case basis
where lighting is directed only through lettering and graphics rather than through the sign’s
background.

10. Animation, flashing or moving lights, and electronic variable message signs are not
permitted.
11. When using LED lights, it is recommended that applicants achieve a warm white tone,
generally 2500-3500K color temperature.

Applicable Mural Guidelines from Chapter 6 Section B of the Historic District Design Guidelines:
While in many ways similar to signs painted on walls, murals should be treated differently. Murals are artistic in
nature, and should not contain information advertising goods or services provided by a business, whether located
within the building on which the mural appears or elsewhere. As such, and with respect to the First Amendment, the
guidelines seek only to guide the media use, their execution, and the means of attachment to the building.
Applications are strongly encouraged to consider designs unique to Fredericksburg. Murals places on existing painted
surfaces do not require ARB review.

S

D

NA

S – satisfies

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

1.

Murals must be painted on previously-painted surfaces or on removable material
attached to the wall and should not result in irreparable damage to historic materials.

2.

Murals painted on removable material should be installed on framing that allows water
to weep between the material and the wall.

3.

Murals should not obscure or distort the historic features of a building.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION INCLUDED:
✔ Photographs of existing conditions
✔ Context photographs

✔ General site plan and/or site survey
Product/material specifications for proposed replacement/repair
Elevation drawings
Architectural or design detail drawings
Other
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Retail Exterior - Tier 1
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Recommendation Book - PERMIT
Branch / Oﬃce
152157
George Street
400 George St, Fredericksburg VA 22401
G. Trione
No
No
L. Holton
06-24-21
D

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

1

Building frontage on George Street is 200'
Key

Existing Sign

Recommended Sign

E01

D/F GROUND SIGN

REPLACEMENT FACE

E02

WALL SIGN

LNILP6

E03

DIRECTIONAL SIGN

D4 - CUSTOM

E04

DIRECTIONAL SIGN

D4 - CUSTOM

E10

ATM LANE DESIGNATOR

LD1

E11

ATM

ATM NCR D/U 6688 TOPPER-DT

E13

DOOR

V-1B, V-1D, V7

E14

AWNING

AWN1
E02
E13

ground sign: refacing existing only,
location of sign will remain the same,
15' from street curb.

E12

E04
E01

E11 E14

E03
E10

non-illuminated directionals:
existing to be removed &
new to be installed in same
location, see E03/E04. both
are approx 25' from street
curb.

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

2

LOCATION - E01
PROPOSED

1'-6"

5’-1”

1'-2 1/2"

5'-1"
4'-9 1/2"

Remove Existing Faces & Replace

1’-6”

TPRFMAP8
Tenant Panels

Truist

4’-9”

Paint existing cabinet & pole Truist Mid Grey / LED
retrofit cabinet
02 FACES

SIDE A

SIDE B
1'-6"

4'-9" O/A

5'-1"

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

3

ORK
RTW US
A
D
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152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21
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LOCATION - E02
PROPOSED

1’-4”

10 1/2”

200'-0" ELEVATION

3’-8 5/8”

Remove Existing & Replace
LNILP6
Non-illuminated Channel Letters
Patch & Paint as Necessary

20'-8" OAH

15'-0" +/-

Truist

01

1'-0"

1'-4"

3'-0"

21'-5"

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21
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152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

6

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

7

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

8

LOCATION - E03
PROPOSED

3’-0”

1’-0”

2’-0”

Parking

SIDE A

2 SQ. FT.

SIDE B

Remove Existing & Replace

2'-0"

D4 - CUSTOM
S/F Directional Sign

Parking

Parking
City allows 2SF directionals only
Non illuminated directional
01

4'-0"

1'-0"

NA

SIDE A

SIDE A

SIDE B

SIDE B
1'-3"
2'-6"

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21
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LOCATION - E04
PROPOSED

3’-0”

1’-0”

2’-0”

Parking

SIDE A

2 SQ. FT.

SIDE B

Remove Existing & Replace

2'-0"

D4 - CUSTOM
S/F Directional Sign
NA

1'-0"

Parking

Parking

Parking
City allows 2SF directionals only
Non illuminated directional

4’-0”

01

SIDE A

SIDE A

SIDE B

SIDE B
1'-3"
2'-6"

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

10

ED COPY
APPROV ON
SHOWN GE
S PA
PREVIOU

3’-0”

1’-0”

2’-0”

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

11

1’-0”

2’-0”

ED COPY
APPROV ON
SHOWN GE
S PA
R
P EVIOU

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

12

LOCATION - E10
PROPOSED

±28’-0”
1’-6”

7”

0.875 SQ. FT.
Remove Existing & Replace
Clearance 12’ - 0”

Clearance 12’ - 0”

LD1
ATM Lane Designator
Patch & Paint as Necessary
As Shown

01

7"
1'-2"

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

13

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

14

LOCATION - E11a
PROPOSED

5.42 SQ. FT.
Install New Topper & wrap
ATM NCR D/U 6688 TOPPER-DT
ATM NCR D/U 6688 Topper-DT
Wrap front, sides & back
Truist
logo and decorative line is illuminated
01

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

15

LOCATION - E11b
PROPOSED

Install New Topper & wrap
ATM NCR D/U 6688 TOPPER-DT
ATM NCR D/U 6688 Topper-DT
Wrap front, sides & back
Truist
logo and decorative line are illuminated
01

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

16

LOCATION - E11c
PROPOSED

Install New Topper & wrap
ATM NCR D/U 6688 TOPPER-DT
ATM NCR D/U 6688 Topper-DT
Wrap front, sides & back
Truist
logo and decorative line are illuminated
01

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

17

LOCATION - E11d
PROPOSED

Install New Topper & wrap
ATM NCR D/U 6688 TOPPER-DT
ATM NCR D/U 6688 Topper-DT
Wrap front, sides & back
Truist
logo and decorative line are illuminated
01

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

18

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

19

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

20

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21
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LOCATION - E13
PROPOSED

9:00AM - 5:00PM
9:00AM - 5:00PM
9:00AM - 5:00PM
9:00AM - 5:00PM
9:00AM - 6:00PM
CLOSED
CLOSED

V1b - Hours Plaque

1’-10 3/4”

V-7 Cash Advance Decal

9:00AM - 6:00PM
9:00AM - 6:00PM
9:00AM - 6:00PM
9:00AM - 6:00PM
9:00AM - 6:00PM
CLOSED
CLOSED

Report any incident occurring on
bank property: 1-877-727-7207

V1d - No Weapons Plaque

V-10 Incident Number Decal

Install New Vinyl
V-1B, V-1D, V-7
Hours Plaque & Door Vinyl

3’-7 1/2”

As Shown

01

9:00AM - 5:00PM
9:00AM - 5:00PM
9:00AM - 5:00PM
9:00AM - 5:00PM
9:00AM - 6:00PM
CLOSED
CLOSED

9:00AM - 6:00PM
9:00AM - 6:00PM
9:00AM - 6:00PM
9:00AM - 6:00PM
9:00AM - 6:00PM
CLOSED
CLOSED

3'-7 1/2"
1'-10 3/4"

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

22

AWING
R
D
E
SE
URS
O
H
R
FO
9:00AM - 5:00PM
9:00AM - 5:00PM
9:00AM - 5:00PM
9:00AM - 5:00PM
9:00AM - 6:00PM
CLOSED
CLOSED

9:00AM - 6:00PM
9:00AM - 6:00PM
9:00AM - 6:00PM
9:00AM - 6:00PM
9:00AM - 6:00PM
CLOSED
CLOSED

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21
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152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

24

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

25

LOCATION - E14
PROPOSED
3'-4"

1'-0"

3'-4"

10'-0"

Clearance 9’ - 4”
FRONT VIEW

SIDE VIEW

Remove Existing Awning material & Replace
AWN1
3m panagraphics III ﬂex substrate opaque

Clearance 9’ - 4”

Truist / Clearance 9'-4"
Remove clearance panel. Note this is an awning reskin only. Awning structure to remain.
01

3'-4"
10'-0"

152167

L. Holton

Truist

A. Speziali

Rebrand

As Noted

400 George St

D

06-24-21

26

COA #_ FY22-0001B

City of Fredericksburg Architectural Review Board
Record of Administrative Review - Fences
DATE OF APPLICATION:
ADDRESS OF PROJECT:
APPLICANT NAME:

August 19, 2021

GPIN #:

7789-23-2199

FEE PAID ✔

401 Princess Anne Street

John A. Janney

✔ Property Owner

Business Owner

Architect/Contractor

Other

PROJECT TYPE:
✔ Fence/Wall

Temporary Emergency Stabilization

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
Complete supporting documentation received?

✔

Correction ordered by the Building Code Official

YES

NO

A white picket wood fence three feet in height to surround three sides of the parking lot of the
Janney Marshall Building. Pickets will be approximately 2 3/4 inches wide with a 1 inch gap
between. See attached picture.

RECOMMENDED ARB ACTION:

Approval

September 20, 2021
ARB Meeting Date _____________________

James D. Newman
Zoning Administrator/Historic Resources Planner

Sept. 13, 2021

Date

Form updated 08/05/2021 by Zoning Administrator J. Newman

COA #_FY22-0001B
PROPERTY INFORMATION:
Construction Date: 1870

Architectural Style: Painted brick warehouse

Character-Defining Features: Wooden fence.
Contributing to National Register Historic District? No
Previous Alterations/ARB Approvals: COA2020-11 for a mixed-use structure.

Additional Notes:

APPROVAL CRITERIA
Criteria for evaluating proposed changes are found in City Code § 72-23.1(D)2 and are based on the United States
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. The subject application does or does not meet the criteria
as follows:

S

D

NA

S – satisfies

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

(1) Every reasonable effort shall be made to provide a compatible use for a property by
requiring minimal alteration of the building, structure, or site and its environment, or by
using a property for its originally intended purposes.

(2) The distinguishing original qualities or character of a building, structure, or site and its
environment shall not be destroyed. The removal or alteration of any historical material
or distinctive architectural features should be avoided when possible.

(3) Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use.
Changes that create a false sense of historical development or that have no historical
basis shall be discouraged.

(4) Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance
in their own right should be retained and preserved. Restoration of original features may
be permitted when substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.

(5) Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship which characterize a
building, structure, or site shall be treated with sensitivity.

(6) Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced, wherever
possible. If replacement is necessary, the new material should match the material being
replaced in composition, design, color, texture, and other visual qualities. Where severity
of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match
the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features should be substantiated by documentary, physical, or
pictorial evidence.
Form updated 08/05/2021 by Zoning Administrator J. Newman

COA #_FY22-0001B

(7) The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.
Sandblasting and other chemical or physical cleaning methods that cause damage to
historic building materials shall not be undertaken.

(8) Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve archaeological resources
affected by or adjacent to any project.

(9) Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties shall not be
discouraged when such alterations and additions do not destroy significant historical,
architectural, or cultural material, and such design is compatible with the size, scale,
color, material, and character of the property, neighborhood, or environment.

(10) New additions, alterations, and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken
in such a manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the
historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.

Applicable Fence Guidelines from Chapter 5 Section A of the Historic District Design Guidelines:
Fences and walls must be in character with those found in the district while providing the desired level of privacy, screening, or
security. Fences and walls exist in a great variety of materials, styles, and types throughout the district and they can be prominent
site features. Fences in Fredericksburg must comply with City Code 72-56 as well as these following guidelines:

S

D

NA

S – satisfies

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

1.

Retain any existing historic fences and walls. These should not be removed or replaced
with contemporary features

2.

Replace deteriorated historic fence by matching the material, height, and detail of the
existing. When this is not possible, use a simplified design of similar materials and height.
Where fence sections or pieces are missing, design replacements to blend with the old in
material, height, and detail, and consolidate original fencing into the most prominent site
location.

3.

Proposed new street-front fences, walls, and gates should be compatible with the historic
structure in design, materials, and location.

4.

Fences and wall materials and design should relate to those found in the neighborhood. In
general, fences and walls should be constructed of wood, masonry, iron, or painted/coated
aluminum. Composites may only be considered if the material is paintable and has a
smooth finish. New designs should seek simplicity rather than elaboration.
Chain-link fences, split-rail fences, concrete block walls, and vinyl/PVC fences are not
appropriate for use in the Historic District.

5.
6.

Fences and walls may be constructed on the property line or anywhere on the property;
however, avoid creating areas that are inaccessible for maintenance or prone to overgrowth.

Form updated 08/05/2021 by Zoning Administrator J. Newman

COA #_FY22-0001B
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION INCLUDED:
Photographs of existing conditions

✔ Context photographs
✔ General site plan and/or site survey

Product/material specifications for proposed replacement/repair
Elevation drawings
Architectural or design detail drawings
Other

Form updated 08/05/2021 by Zoning Administrator J. Newman
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City of Fredericksburg
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FENCE AND/OR WALL PERMIT

·
· · or ref lac·ement of fences
.c\ fence applicarjon is requ ired for all construcuon,
subsrana•·a1 reconstrucaon
1in oc walls
dif£ nott
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Date of Application:
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Project Address:

e

\.}.1J \

p () 0,L--

ls property located in the Histonc District? Yes"\, No_ (SfiO.~ifARB review requiredt no tee othc9.tl•e)
ls tlus property located in an Overlay District? Yes _ _ No _ _ ff Yes, which District?--- - - - - - -
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Property Owner Information (if different from applicant)
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Name:

Phone:

Address :

-------------------

The following information is required to be submitted with the application:
•
•

Plat, tax map or sketch that shows the proposed location of the fence or wall, applicable easements and alleys
Heigh r of tbe fence or will: Height:
3
feet

•

Drawing, or photo, of the fence design, materials, and dimensions iflocated in the Historic District or a Gateway
Corridor Overlay District

By signing below, the applicant acknowledges that should any portion of the fence being erected in
accordance with this permit interfere with work or access by public employees and/ or their agents in the
performance of their du~~
oions of the fence may need to be taken down. Replacement of
the fence shall be the so~
~ •
e
owner.

ApplicantSignanKe:~--?""'--~-r""""-""T"---;~------------------~
Property Owner Signature: __:==.,.,,__,'--1.._,,_---if----\:----------------------~
This permit only grants permission under City
§72-24 for a fence and/or wall on your p~ b~
on information that you have provided. The City is not responsible for detennining that you own the .P:'millR~~t!.
on which the fence and/ or wall will be placed, that all other permissions required to do so are in ;P.~
example, permission from anyone holding an easement on the property), or that you will not b'e in~~~~l~~~mL<''
with utility lines.

1

1

For Co.mpletio,a by the: COJJJmumty Pl•nning & BuilcliJJg Deputmt:D.tZoning District
Comments:

C.J)

0

Approved

0

Disapproved

~.., ...;.&;.,.

~~~~~~~----~------~--..;...~~------~

Zoning Administrator

Iflocatt:d in the Risto.de District:
Approved by ARB: - - - -- - - - - - - : - -- - - - This decision can be appealed in accordance with City Code § 72-24.7.
Form Updated March 2021
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COA FY22-0022

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD
Chuck Johnston, Director, Community Planning & Building
October 5 (for the October 11, 2021 meeting)
Certificate of Appropriateness for 103 Caroline Street to install a
custom storm door to match the existing front door

ISSUE
Add a storm door to the front door of 103 Caroline Street. The custom size pine storm door will match
the existing front door.
BACKGROUND
The 2007 Virginia Department of Historic Resources Reconnaissance Level Survey describes the building:
This circa 1830 Greek Revival style building is sited close to the street, facing west, at street grade, on the
east side of the 100 block of Caroline Street, fronting Caroline Street. A landscaped yard separates the
dwelling from a poured concrete, public walkway. A narrow grass strip separates the poured concrete
public walk from the street. A brick walk leads from the street to the dwelling. The yard to the east of the
dwelling slopes down to the river. The dwelling is surrounded by residential properties to the north,
south, and west, and the river to the east.

The following Certificates of Appropriateness were previously approved for this property:
March 22, 2021
Two-story rear and side addition (not constructed as of October 5)
October 15, 2001
Four-foot wooden fence along Caroline Street (not constructed)
January 11, 2012

Rear porch enclosed, not visible from right of way, no C of A

RECOMMENDATION
Approval as submitted
APPLICABLE HISTORIC DISTRICT DESIGN STANDARDS & GUIDELINES
Applicable criteria for Existing Structure alterations
• The distinguishing original qualities and character of the structure will not be destroyed. No
historical material or distinctive architectural features will be removed or altered.
• The addition of this storm door is an alteration that, if such it were to be removed in the future,
the essential form and integrity of the structure would be unimpaired.
Applicable District guidelines for doors on existing buildings
• The proposed storm door will to be placed in front of original, primary residential door will be a
simple, full-view styles with clear glass that does not hide the features and detailing of the
primary door.
• The proposed installation and use of an exterior storm door will not damage either door or door
frame.
1

COA FY22-0022

APPROVAL CRITERIA
Criteria for evaluating proposed changes are found in City Code § 72-23.1(D)2 and are based on the
United States Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
S
D
NA S – satisfies D – does not satisfy NA – not applicable
(1) Every reasonable effort shall be made to provide a compatible use for a
X
property by requiring minimal alteration of the building, structure, or site and
its environment, or by using a property for its originally intended purposes.
(2) The distinguishing original qualities or character of a building, structure, or site
and its environment shall not be destroyed. The removal or alteration of any
X
historical material or distinctive architectural features should be avoided
when possible.
(3) All buildings, structures, and sites shall be recognized as products of their own
X
time. Alterations that have no basis and which seek to create an earlier
appearance shall be discouraged.
(4) Changes which may have taken place in the course of time are evidence of the
history and development of a building, structure, or site and its environment.
X
These changes may have acquired significance in their own right, and this
significance shall be recognized and respected.
(5) Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship which
X
characterize a building, structure, or site shall be treated with sensitivity.
(6) Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced,
wherever possible. If replacement is necessary, the new material should
match the material being replaced in composition, design, color, texture, and
other visual qualities. Replacement of missing architectural features should be
X
based on historic, physical, or pictorial evidence rather than on conjectural
designs or the availability of different architectural elements from other
buildings or structures.
(7) The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken with the gentlest
X
means possible. Sandblasting and other cleaning methods that will damage
the historic building materials shall not be undertaken.
(8) Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve archaeological
X
resources affected by or adjacent to any project.
(9) Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties shall
not be discouraged when such alterations and additions do not destroy
significant historical, architectural, or cultural material, and such design is
X
compatible with the size, scale, color, material, and character of the property,
neighborhood, or environment.
(10)Wherever possible, new additions or alterations to structures shall be done in
such a manner that, if such additions or alterations were to be removed in the
X
future, the essential form and integrity of the structure would be unimpaired.

2
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Applicable Historic District Design Guidelines for Doors on existing buildings
S
D
NA S – satisfies
D – does not satisfy
NA – not applicable
X
1. Historic doors must be retained and preserved wherever possible.
X
2. Masonry and frame openings for doors should be maintained. Infilling
original openings is strongly discouraged. Original door surroundings should
be retained.
X

3. Do not remove or radically change doors important in defining the building’s
overall historic character.

X

4. Do not strip doors of historic material and details. These should be retained in
any repair or partial replacement.

XX

5. Hardware and locks that are original or important to the historical evolution
of the building should be reused.
6. Existing doors should not be removed when an historic structure has been
reoriented to accommodate a new use. They may be fixed in place, if
necessary, so that the door may be returned to use if circumstances change.

X

7. A primary door should not be altered to give an appearance that was not
originally intended, such as adding a pediment to a simple vernacular entry
door.

X

8. Replacement doors and door surrounds with stamped or molded faux
paneling or leaded, beveled, or etched glass are strongly discouraged and
rarely permitted.

X

9. Screen or storm doors placed in front of original, primary residential doors
should be simple, full-view styles with clear glass that do not hide the
features and detailing of the primary door.

X

10. Installation and use of exterior storm doors should not damage either door
or door frames.

Attachments:

Existing Door
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD
Chuck Johnston, Director, Community Planning & Building
September 14, 2021 (for the September 20, 2021 meeting)
Certificate of Appropriateness for 402 Hanover Street to replace
the existing rear addition with a new addtion two-story addition

ISSUE
Remove current rear additions, which appear to date from the late 20th century and build new two story
rear addition with approximately 2,150 sq. ft. The addition will replace the mass visible on the left (east)
side of the current addition and be no greater in form when seen from Hanover Street. The addition will
not be visible from Hanover Street on the right (west) side. The addition may visible from Charlotte
Street, through the Methodist Church parking lot, particularly when foliage is absent in the Winter,
however its mass and scale are comparable to the current addition.
UPDATED – October 6
At its September 20 meeting, the ARB postponed action on this request pending:
1. clarification of which portions of the existing structure would be demolished and
2. the materials for the addition.
The attached drawings and notes information, dated September 27, addresses these questions.
The entire 20th century addition will be demolished, as shown on the cover sheet and page 1.
The Exterior Material Notes, shown on page 2, address masonry, metal, and wood/composites materials
as well as thermal and moisture protection, window and door elements, and finishes.
BACKGROUND
The 2008 Virginia Department of Historic Resources Reconnaissance Level Survey describes the building:
This 1888 building is an excellent elaborate-detailed, well-preserved, example of the Second Empire style and a
relatively rare example of the style in Fredericksburg. The mansard roof with patterned, press-tin shingles; prominent
bay windows; bracketed dental cornice; columned porch; and windows hoods all embody the distinct characteristics
of the Second Empire style and augment the building’s contribution to the high-style architecture found to the west
of the commercial district. [This structure is a three-story, three-by two bay, ell plan, wood-frame dwelling, sheathed
in weatherboard, topped with a mansard roof of pressed-tin shingles, and resting on a Flemish-bond brick foundation.
A one-story, flat-roof porch is located at the junction of the two ells. Square columns support the full entablature of
the porch roof; scrolled, pierced brackets support the projecting corona and cymatium of the cornice. A single-leaf,
wood, paneled door, with a wood, one-light storm door, opens into the left bay of the porch. A trabeated post-andlintel system supports the door opening. Bull’s-eye corner blocks adorn the intersection of the posts and lintel. The
door is flanked by half sidelights over recessed panels and topped with a three-light transom. A beaded, wood
architrave molding and a crown molding frames the entire entry bay. A bay window, with three, wood two-over-two,
double-hung sash windows, tapped by crown moldings and flanked by louvered, wood shutters: the window opening
to the right of the main door is oversized and the windows over the projecting bay are paired. Three, one-bay, gableroof dormers, with round-arch, two-over-two, double-hung sash windows and molded, ranking cornices, line the
façade of the mansard roof. A narrow architrave, wide frieze, and bracketed corona and cymatium, matching that of
the porch, encircles the eaves of the building. Three, brick, interior-end chimneys, with corbelled caps, rise from the
roof: two on the east slope and one on the west slope.
1
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Additions and Alterations:
A small, gable-roof addition, with a single-leaf, wood, panel door, is attached to the southeast corner the building. A
two story, flat-roof, wood-frame addition extends off the, rear south- facing elevation. A simple, wood porch is
attached to the rear of the two-story wing.

The following Certificates of Appropriateness were previously approved for this property:
June 10, 2017
Construct masonry piers and six-foot arched wood gate at the west side of the
residence
October 17, 2011 Remove rear additions and construct a new addition (not built)
June 14, 2010
Construct a two-story addition (not built)
The current proposal, the 2011 addition plans, and 2010 addition plans were all prepared by Design
Works Studio and are generally similar in bulk and mass. The 2011 and 2010 plans were submitted by
the same property owner. The current proposal is more contemporary in design than the previous
iterations, which were more imitated of the house’s Second Empire style.
RECOMMENDATION
Approval as submitted per drawings dated September 27, 2021.
APPLICABLE HISTORIC DISTRICT DESIGN STANDARDS & GUIDELINES
Secretary of the Interior Review Criteria
• The residential addition to a single family dwelling is a compatible use for the property.
• The original quality and character of the existing structure will not be destroyed or altered.
• The addition does not create an earlier appearance. It will be readily understood as an early 21st
century addition that is respectful of, but does not imitate, the house’s high style Second Empire
character.
• The site has a medium-high probability for archaeological/cultural resources. The owner/
contractor shall contact the on-call city archaeological consultant if any artifacts are found.
• The proposal is a current design that does not destroy significant historical material and is
compatible with the character of the property.
• The addition can be removed without impairing the integrity of the existing structure.
District Guidelines for Additions
• The two-story addition is subordinate to the three-story primary building.
• The addition is located on the rear of the original building.
• The addition does not overpower the existing structure in scale or mass and uses similar
materials so as to no call attention away from the historic structure.
• The addition’s roof does interrupt or obscure the existing roof. An almost flat roof on the
portion of the addition adjacent to the house ensures no impact on the mansard feature.
• The addition is contemporary and is not made to look older than it is. It is not a replica of the
historic structure, but respects its mass and scale.
• The addition does not impair the essential form and integrity of the original building.
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APPROVAL CRITERIA
Criteria for evaluating proposed changes are found in City Code § 72-23.1(D)2 and are based on the
United States Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
S
D
NA S – satisfies D – does not satisfy NA – not applicable
(1) Every reasonable effort shall be made to provide a compatible use for a
X
property by requiring minimal alteration of the building, structure, or site and
its environment, or by using a property for its originally intended purposes.
(2) The distinguishing original qualities or character of a building, structure, or site
and its environment shall not be destroyed. The removal or alteration of any
X
historical material or distinctive architectural features should be avoided
when possible.
(3) All buildings, structures, and sites shall be recognized as products of their own
X
time. Alterations that have no basis and which seek to create an earlier
appearance shall be discouraged.
(4) Changes which may have taken place in the course of time are evidence of the
history and development of a building, structure, or site and its environment.
X
These changes may have acquired significance in their own right, and this
significance shall be recognized and respected.
(5) Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship which
X
characterize a building, structure, or site shall be treated with sensitivity.
(6) Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced,
wherever possible. If replacement is necessary, the new material should
match the material being replaced in composition, design, color, texture, and
other visual qualities. Replacement of missing architectural features should be
X
based on historic, physical, or pictorial evidence rather than on conjectural
designs or the availability of different architectural elements from other
buildings or structures.
(7) The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken with the gentlest
X
means possible. Sandblasting and other cleaning methods that will damage
the historic building materials shall not be undertaken.
(8) Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve archaeological
X
resources affected by or adjacent to any project.
(9) Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties shall
not be discouraged when such alterations and additions do not destroy
significant historical, architectural, or cultural material, and such design is
X
compatible with the size, scale, color, material, and character of the property,
neighborhood, or environment.
(10)Wherever possible, new additions or alterations to structures shall be done in
such a manner that, if such additions or alterations were to be removed in the
X
future, the essential form and integrity of the structure would be unimpaired.
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Applicable Historic District Design Guidelines for Additions
S
D
NA S – satisfies
D – does not satisfy
NA – not applicable
X
1. Additions should be subordinate in size to the primary building and as
inconspicuous as possible.
X

2. Locate additions to the rear or side of the original building.

X

3. Additions should not visually overpower the existing structure.

X

X

X

4. Careful attention must be paid where the roofs of additions interact with the
roof of the building to which the addition is being made. The roofs of new
additions should not interrupt or obscure significant characteristics of the
existing roof.
5. To avoid compromising the integrity of historic buildings, additions should
not be made to look older than they are. New construction should be
differentiated from the old while still being compatible with the massing, scale,
and architectural features of the original building. Replicas only confuse the
importance of the original architecture.
6. Additions should be constructed so as not to impair the essential form and
integrity of the original building

Attachments:
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AERIAL
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Southeast
Rear View

Northwest Rear View
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East Side

West Side
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